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8.1 Mechanisms of Stress-corrosion

Cracking

The visible manifestations of stress corrosion are cracks that create the
impression of inherent brittleness in the material, since the cracks propa-
gate with little attendant macroscopic plastic deformation. In fact, a metal
that fails by stress corrosion is usually found to conform to the normal
ductility standards for that material and the combination of circumstances
that cause a normally ductile metal to behave in this way are the presence of
a specific environment, a tensile stress of sufficient magnitude and, usually,
a specific metallurgical requirement in terms of the composition and struc-
ture of the alloy. The compositions and structures of the alloys and the
properties of the environments involved in the various instances of failure
indicated in this section are so widely varying as to suggest that rationalisa-
tion of all of these experiences in a single explanation would be difficult if
not unreal, i.e. it is probable that a number of different mechanisms are
involved. This is not to suggest that some systematisation is not possible
and indeed the objective of this section is to show that the evidence may be
rationalised in a continuous spectrum of mechanisms1, a concept that has
the merit of avoiding the dangers inherent in believing that some highly
specific conditions need to be fulfilled for stress corrosion to occur because
the mechanism of failure is invariable.

The usual energy balance approach to fracture (see Section 8.9)-by equat-
ing the strain energy released to the energy consumed in creating new surface
and in achieving plastic deformation-needs modification where corrosion
processes are involved to take account of the chemical energy released, and
it is the latter that distinguishes stress corrosion from other modes of fracture
not involving environmental interaction:

Surface energy change 4- Plastic work done =
Change in initial stored energy + Electrochemical energy released

(8.1)

Since the surface energy term will usually be negligible by comparison with
the plastic work term in the stress corrosion of ductile materials, it may be
neglected. The remaining terms may be derived from fracture mechanics and
conventional electrochemical conditions and, for the various boundary con-
ditions indicated by West2, result in



P = K]( 1 - v2)/E + (zFpd/M)ri (8.2)

where P is an appropriate plastic work term, K1 is the stress-intensity
factor, v is Poisson's ratio, E is Young's modulus, z is the valency of the
solvated ions, F is Faraday's constant, p is the density, 6 is the height of
the advancing crack front, M is the molecular mass of the metal and TJ is
the anodic overpotential. This assumes that the mechanism of crack advance
involves the localised dissolution of metal, but an equivalent expression
could be written involving hydrogen-induced cracking. At the threshold
stress-intensity Klscc9 i.e. the minimum value of K1 for stress-corrosion
cracking, equation 8.2 yields.

*lscc = { (E/l - v2} (P - zFpdrj/M)mm}^ (8.3)

Clearly the variables that may influence Klscc9 or the threshold stress for
initially plain specimens, and hence the susceptibility to stress-corrosion
cracking, are P and r/, i.e.

*,scc= l*i(/>-*2l|)m/J* (8-4)
Lowering of the plastic work term P will result from an increase in the

effective yield stress or an increase in the work hardening rate in the crack-tip
region, either or which, for constant TJ, will lower Klscc and hence increase
the susceptibility to stress corrosion. An increase in the anodic overpotential
Tj3 (the potential of the metal is made more positive) relative to the plastic
work term will also increase susceptibility to stress corrosion. The anodic
overpotential will be some function of the electrochemical conditions within
the crack that control the active to passive transition which determines
whether or not cracking occurs, i.e. it will be some function of pH, anion
activity, metal composition and electrode potential. The interdependence
of these terms upon the structure and composition of the metal, upon the
details of the electrochemical conditions at the crack tip in terms of local
cell action and film formation, and upon the response of the metal to the
presence of stress in creating new metal at the crack tip, make the quantifi-
cation of the argument extremely difficult and its relation to the detailed
mechanisms of crack propagation virtually impossible, as West2 indicates.
However, the recognition of the need for a critical balance between a number
of variables if stress corrosion is to occur, and the fact that this balance may
be achieved in a number of ways, is important, and not least in relation to
the diagnosis and the prevention of stress-corrosion failures.

Stress-corrosion Crack Propagation Models

The implication of the foregoing equations, that stress-corrosion crack-
ing will occur if a mechanism exists for concentrating the electrochemical
energy release rate at the crack tip or if the environment in some way serves
to embrittle the metal, is a convenient introduction to a consideration of
the mechanistic models of stress corrosion. In so far as the occurrence of
stress corrosion in a susceptible material requires the conjoint action of a
tensile stress and a dissolution process, it follows that the boundary condi-
tions within which stress corrosion occurs will be those defined by failure



under a stress in the absence of corrosion, and failure by corrosion in the
absence of stress. Between these extremes, wherein stress corrosion occurs,
it is necessary to consider how corrosion processes may be influenced by
the application of stress to a metal and how fracture may be facilitated by
corrosion.

When stress corrosion involves very localised dissolution, with the geo-
metrical requirements of a crack to be fulfilled, the rate of anodic dissolution
may be expressed as a rate of crack propagation

CV=1^ (8.5)zFp

where /a is the anodic current density and the remaining symbols are as
defined earlier. Now /a and hence CV will be dependent upon the nature
of the phase being dissolved and also upon the associated cathodic pro-
cesses that occur elsewhere, and which need to produce a current sufficient
to balance that at the crack tip. The chemical natures of the sites for these
reactions will therefore be of importance, but how does the imposition of a
tensile stress influence this situation to produce stress corrosion? Despic
etal? have shown that the dissolution rate of iron in acid solution under-
goes a marked rise when the strain passes from the elastic to the plastic con-
dition in dynamic straining experiments and that this result is due to the
exposure of high-index planes and of edges at slip steps, as well as increasing
surface roughness, as plastic deformation occurs. Stresses in excess of the
yield stress may therefore produce locally enhanced activity at surfaces
where slip steps emerge, i.e. /a in equation 8.5 may be increased (by up to
an order of magnitude) by stresses promoting plastic strain.

However, there is no difficulty in accounting for the observed rates of
crack propagation by stress corrosion for most systems in terms of the
currents passed at static bare surfaces without invoking arguments involv-
ing markedly enhanced currents resulting from the exposure of slip steps.
The real problem is in explaining why the corrosion proceeds along a nar-
row front to retain the geometry of a crack, implying that most of the
exposed surfaces, including the crack sides, must remain relatively inactive.
The transition from electrochemically active to relatively inactive behav-
iour that the sides of a crack must undergo as the tip advances and creates
more crack can only be achieved if the environment forms a film, and this
implies, in relation to equation 8.5, that the conditions for maximum crack
growth rate will be met if /a is maintained close to the film-free value, i.e.
the metal is in the active state and protective films are not allowed to grow
over the crack tip or, if this does occur, that the film is repetitively broken.
The function of stress, then, in the realistic conditions of film-forming
environments will be essentially to prevent, or to fracture, films forming at
the crack tip.

In this context, two different circumstances1 may now be envisaged
whereby cracks can propagate by a dissolution-controlled process. The alloy
may exhibit structural features, either as a segregate or precipitate, usually
at the grain boundaries, that cause a local galvanic cell to be established,
i.e. a pre-existing active path is involved, as originally suggested by Dix4.
The precipitate or segregate may act as the anode in the local cell or, by
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Fig. 8.1 Pre-existing active path mechanisms, in which H represents cathodic hydrogen

acting as an efficient cathode, may cause the dissolution to be localised
upon the immediately adjacent matrix (Fig. 8.1). The lattice characteris-
tics in the region of a grain boundary are such that equilibrium segregation
of solutes or the nucleation and growth of precipitates are favoured reac-
tions, and so grain boundaries in particular are potential sites for chemical
heterogeneity. Where such pre-existing active paths are non-existent, or are
inoperative, the disruption of a protective surface film to expose bare metal
may result in a second mechanism of crack propagation, as originally sug-
gested by Parr and Straub5. Thus stress (or probably more correctly, plastic
strain) in the underlying metal may bring about the disruption of the pro-
tective film whereby active metal is exposed, in the manner shown schema-
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Fig. 8.2 Strain-generated active path mechanisms, (a) Often referred to as the film rupture
model and (b) the slip step dissolution model. In both cases growth is by dissolution; film
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Fig. 8.3 Schematic representation of the stress corrosion cracking mechanism of the pit (after
Pickering and Swann7). (a) Tubular pits initiated at solute-rich slip step. The pits may, but
need not necessarily, follow the slip plane once they are initiated, (b) Ductile tearing along a
plane containing the tubular pits. The stress is increased across the plane because of the reduced

cross section and the stress raising effect

At about the same time that Swann was developing the tunnelling model,
Nielsen10 was examining, by TEM, the corrosion products removed from
stress-corrosion cracks in austenitic stainless steels after exposure to chloride
solutions. In general, these take the form of fans showing lamella markings,
suggesting that crack growth was discontinuous. It may, of course, be
argued that such oxide films are formed after the crack tip has advanced
and that they are simply replicating the stress-corrosion fracture surface.
However, when Nielsen exposed samples of the steel to MgCl2 solution
for only a few minutes oxide-filled corrosion tunnels developed, which were
joined by lateral tunnels that increased in number on moving towards the
original surface of the specimen, to produce a corrosion-product fan.
Somewhat similar effects have been observed11 in a copper alloy exposed
to ammonia vapour and again suggest that localised dissolution processes
cannot be ruled out as a contributing factor in the growth of transgranular
stress-corrosion cracks in some systems.

tically in Fig. 8.2. The active path along which the crack propagates is
cyclically generated as disruptive strain and film build-up alternate with one
another, or propagation is related to the slip characteristics of the underlying
metal.

Although somewhat less favoured than a decade or so ago, transgranular
cracking by a strain-generated active path mechanism remains supported
by some workers and a significant body of corroboratory evidence. The
localisation of the dissolution in such cases is most often related to slip and
particularly that which occurs with some face-centred cubic alloys having
a low stacking fault energy or displaying short-range order, where planar
groups of dislocations are favoured and cross slip made more difficult6

(Section 9.2). The observations of Swann and his co-workers7"9 of dissolu-
tion associated with planar dislocation arrays in transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) foils led to the suggestion that arrays of fine corrosion
tunnels form which subsequently interconnect by the tearing of the remain-
ing ligaments between the tunnels (Fig. 8.3).
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The objection that is most frequently raised to such an essentially
dissolution-related crack growth model is that it does not appear likely to
lead to the matching and interlocking fracture surfaces often observed in
the transgranular cracking of face-centred cubic metals12. This has resulted
in consideration of the possibility that embrittling films formed at the
exposed surfaces of metals may play a critical role in stress-corrosion crack-
ing. Edeleanu and Forty3 observed that the cracking of a-brass single
crystals exposed to an ammoniacal solution occurred discontinuously, with
short bursts of extremely rapid cracking followed by relatively, long rest
periods. It was suggested that truly brittle fracture was associated with
the bursts while the rate-controlling periods of non-propagation were con-
cerned with the corrosive processes that established the conditions for
further crack bursts. The model requires that a-brass can support a free-
running cleavage crack, albeit over short distances of the order of a few
microns, and this presented a major difficulty. Thus, while cleavage in a
body-centred cubic metal, such as a-iron, has been observed on a micro-
scale, to reflect its well-known tendency for macroscopic cleavage in appro-
priate conditions, such cleavage of face-centred cubic metals, as in a-brass,
has not been demonstrated in like manner. However, relatively recent atomic
modelling studies14'15 indicate the theoretical possibility of short-range
cleavage of ductile metals from an initiating surface film of appropriate
characteristics.

Embrittlement of a metal from corrosive reactions, especially whereby
hydrogen enters the metal, has often been invoked in the context of stress
corrosion. The opposite boundary condition referred to earlier as limiting
the regime in which stress corrosion occurs was that of purely mechanical
fracture in the absence of corrosive processes. The energy balance of equa-
tion 8.1 indicates that, with negligible contribution from dissolution, crack
extension will be facilitated by a reduction in the surface energy required to
form crack faces or a reduction in the plastic work term by embrittlement
of the metal in the crack-tip region. If the environment provides species that
are adsorbed at the crack tip to reduce the effective bond strength, then the
surface energy is effectively lowered, alternatively the species may diffuse
into the metal forming a brittle phase, e.g. a hydride, at the crack tip, or
interactions may occur at some region in advance of the crack tip where the
stress and/or strain conditions are particularly appropriate for the nuclea-
tion of a crack (Fig. 8.4). In the latter case hydrogen is usually regarded as
the only species that can diffuse with sufficient speed to account for observed
crack propagation rates, and in the present context, hydrogen embrittle-
ment, with the hydrogen derived from corrosion reactions, is considered
as a particular instance of stress corrosion. Whilst surface-energy lower-
ing has been suggested16 as a single mechanism that explains all instances
of stress-corrosion cracking, it has particular difficulties in explaining the
phenomenon in the more ductile metals. Thus, whilst stress-corrosion cracks
propagate without marked macroscopic plastic deformation there is ample
evidence to show that localised plastic deformation occurs at the crack tip,
and in such circumstances, as indicated in relation to equation 8.1, the sur-
face energy term is negligible in relation to the plastic work term (5 J/m2 as
opposed to 5 kJ/m2), and so any reduction in surface energy by adsorp-
tion will have a negligible effect upon the fracture stress. Moreover, in some



Fig. 8.4 Mechanisms involving embrittlement of the metal, (a) Crack-tip adsorption, (b)
hydrogen adsorption, (c) decohesion by hydrogen influx to dilated lattice and (d) crack exten-

sion due to brittle hydride particle forming at crack tip

instances of hydrogen-related fracture of metals evidence of the fracture
mechanism involving enhanced local plasticity due to the presence of hydro-
gen17'18 has become apparent in recent years and, for those cases at least,
the mechanism of crack growth is hardly consistent with an approach based
on equation 8.1.

In summary then, given the appropriate balance between electrochemi-
cal activity and inactivity, localised corrosion may be distributed in a number
of ways and result from a number of different mechanisms in promoting
stress corrosion. If the structure and composition of the alloy are such that
almost continuous paths of segregate or precipitate exist, usually at the
grain boundaries, and which are electrochemically different from the matrix,
then a latent susceptibility to intergranular corrosion may be activated by
the prescence of stress. Where pre-existing active paths are inoperative, the
strain may generate active paths by rupturing an otherwise protective film
and, possibly, activating dissolution at emerging slip steps or initiating
micro-cleavage which continues from the film in which it initiates into the
underlying metal for some distance before arresting. The more crucial role
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of stress or strain in the latter case is continued to those alloys that are
inherently lacking somewhat in ductility and have a propensity towards
brittle fracture, which may be facilitated by a reduction in the energy
required for fracture as the result of either adsorption of species or the for-
mation of brittle phases at the crack tip, or of hydrogen in advance of the
latter. The suggestion1 that these different mechanisms of stress corrosion
should be considered as occurring within a continuous spectrum, with a
gradual transition from one to the others as the dominance of corrosive pro-
cesses is replaced by stress or strain, leads readily to the notion that alloy
composition and structure, electrochemistry and stress may interact in a
variety of ways, and that the transformation from one mechanism to another
may result from a change in either alloy characteristics or environmental
conditions. On the other hand, there are some who consider that all instances
of environment sensitive cracking can be explained by a single mechanism
of which Galvele18, with a surface mobility mechanism, is most recent.

The Stress-corrosion Spectrum

Stress corrosion has been the subject of a number of extensive reviews19"23

resulting from major conferences in recent years, and these, together with
the following sections of this volume, avoid any need for a general review
of the data. Instead, consideration will be given to some of the implications
of the various ideas already referred to in relation to stress corrosion in a
variety of systems.

Pre-existing Active Paths

Where cracking is associated with pre-existing active paths, structurally
sensitive attack, such as intergranular corrosion, may be expected to be
observed upon unstressed specimens, at least in the earlier stages of expo-
sure before secondary reactions such as those that lead to film formation,
obscure the metal structure. In Section 8.2 it is indicated that samples of steel
polished as for metallographic examination suffer grain boundary attack
when immersed for short times under environmental conditions that would
lead to cracking of stressed specimens, and that whilst such grain-boundary
corrosion does not penetrate to great depths in the absence of stress, it is
possible to disintegrate a piece of unstressed mild steel by intergranular cor-
rosion in a boiling nitrate solution with applied anodic current. The observa-
tion that carbon steels contain pre-existing susceptible paths for corrosion,
the structural distribution of which is related to the paths followed by stress-
corrosion cracks, is also apparent in the aluminium-base alloys that undergo
stress-corrosion cracking (Section 8.5).

The electrochemical properties of the segregates or precipitates, relative
to their associated matrixes, that are involved in these instances of inter-
granular attack have been the subject of a number of studies following
the early work of Dix4 along these lines. Thus, Doig and Edington24 used
microelectrodes to measure the localised corrosion potentials at grain boun-
daries in Al-Mg and Al-Cu alloys, and their results correlate well with the
cracking propensities of those alloys. The effects of ageing time in these



results reflect their effects upon cracking susceptibility. Similarly, heat
treatments designed to change the distribution of chemical heterogeneity of
grain boundary regions in ferritic and stainless steels and in nickel-base
alloys alter the cracking propensities of the latter in ways that support
the suggestion that intergranular stress corrosion in these relatively low-
strength ductile materials is related to a latent susceptibility to intergranular
corrosion.

Of course, an inherent susceptibility to intergranular corrosion is not the
only requirement for susceptibility towards intergranular stress corrosion,
since for the latter to occur it is necessary for the former to be sustained or
enhanced by the application of stress, and there are instances of alloys that
are susceptible to intergranular corrosion but not apparently to stress cor-
rosion. The role of stress may be critical in some cases where the material
shows a tendency towards intergranular fracture in the absence of corrosive
influences, e.g. in some of the high-strengh aluminium alloys, or where the
structure of the alloy determines whether or not deformation is localised to
sustain relatively bare metal in the grain-boundary crack-tip region. In this
latter respect it is noteworthy that the a-brasses, which can be caused to fail
in an intergranular manner under constant strain conditions in ammonia-
cal solutions at pH 7.3, show an increased tendency for transgranular crack-
ing under slow-strain-rate conditions25. Since the same material, at constant
strain, can be made to fail in a transgranular manner by changing the pH of
the ammoniacal solution or by small changes in alloy composition, such
results simply serve to underline the delicate balance between the factors that
promote a particular mechanism of cracking and of the dangers in attempt-
ing to rationalise all observations into a single mechanism. Moreover, even
within those systems that exhibit intergranular stress corrosion the part
played by the response of the metal to the application of stress may be
expected to be variable, with an increasing tendency towards a different
mechanism, most often resulting in transgranular fracture as the propensity
towards intergranular corrosion is reduced and the roles of stress and/or
strain become more important.

Strain-generated Active Paths

Many corrosion-resistant alloys owe their electrochemical inactivity to a
relatively inert film that forms on the exposed surfaces of the metal, so that
the relatively active metal is effectively separated from the environment. If
the protective film is disrupted for any reason, such as by plastic strain in the
underlying metal, the exposed metal is attacked until the protective film
reforms, when further reaction is stifled until the film is again disrupted.
With such a mechanism it is claimed26 that the rate of cracking will be
dependent upon the rate of film growth, although the physical characteristics
of the film, i.e. its thickness, the extent to which it shows plastic or brittle
behaviour and the magnitude of the internal stresses that it contains as a
result of its mode of deposition, are also likely to be important. Ellipso-
metric studies of the rates of film growth on a-brasses in 15 N aqueous
ammonia have shown the growth rate to increase with zinc content of the
brass, temperature and applied potential, parameters that also increase the
stress-corrosion crack-propagation rate, thereby providing support for a



film rupture mechanism. The question of whether this would result in
intergranular or transgranular cracking is controversial. It is sometimes
argued27 that plastic strain tends to concentrate at grain boundaries, form-
ing dislocation networks in which copious sources exist for plastic flow and
hence for promoting intergranular cracking. On the other hand, trans-
granular cracking will be favoured by planar slip and will therefore be
facilitated at low stresses when extensive plastic strain will not result in
dislocation networks that would block planar slip. Whilst instances may
be cited of transgranular cracking occurring at low stresses and intergranu-
lar at high stresses, there is also a considerable amount of evidence to the
contrary. The effects25 of increasing strain rate, and hence of stress, have
already been mentioned as resulting in an increased tendency for trans-
granular cracking, and the effects of increasing amounts of cold work upon
the cracking of carbon steels (Section 8.2) are at variance with the expected
effects. Preferential oxidation may occur along grain boundaries in the
absence of stress, possibly because of equilibrium solute enrichment in such
regions, and even where the rupturing of films growing along boundaries
is an important part of the stress-corrosion process, as possibly with the
a-brasses28, these are, within the context of the earlier definition, examples
of corrosion along a pre-existing active path. The intergranular stress corro-
sion of the a-brasses therefore constitute a convenient bridge between the
pre-existing and strain-generated active path mechanisms.

Where transgranular stress corrosion results from dissolution following
repetitive film rupturing it is to be expected that the deformation charac-
teristics of the metal will be important, although these may well be influenced
by the presence of the film. It would appear that the height of the slip step
formed at a surface must be greater than the thickness of the inactive film
if bare metal is to be exposed, and this implies that deformation associated
with high slip steps is likely to be more effective in promoting stress-corrosion
than when fine slip is operative. However, it should not be assumed that
crack initiation will be avoided if only fine slip steps form, since the initia-
tion of cracks in a-brass, for example, in a variety of environments is most
often at grain or twin boundaries, despite the subsequent propagation being
transgranular29. This is probably because the film overlying grain boun-
daries has different properties from that overlying grain surfaces facilitating
crack initiation at the grain boundaries, although if the slip steps are large
enough transgranular initiation will also occur. With the face-centred cubic
metals, high slip steps are the result of cross-slip being difficult, leading to
planar arrays of dislocations, because of low stacking-fault energy or the
presence of short range order in the alloy. Swann6 has shown a relationship
between stacking-fault energy and stress-corrosion susceptibility for copper-
base alloys and for austenitic stainless steels, indicating also the tendency for
transgranular cracking to dominate the more readily planar arrays of dis-
locations form.

However, whilst the effects of change in alloy composition upon stress-
corrosion cracking susceptibility in the present context may be partly due
to their effect upon stacking-fault energy, this does not constitute a com-
plete explanation, since alloying may have significant effects upon electro-
chemical parameters. The effect of the zinc content of brasses upon their
filming characteristics has already been mentioned, while in more recent



work Sieradzki etal.30 have shown that the tendency for the dezincification
of a-brasses correlates well with the effect of zinc content of the brass upon
transgranular cracking. The effect of nickel additions to carbon steels upon
cracking in boiling 42% MgCl2 is equally illuminating. Srnall additions, of
the order of a few per cent, have little effect upon the cracking of ferritic
steel in boiling nitrate solution and in the absence of nickel such steels will
not fail in boiling 42% MgCl2. However, the addition of only 1% Ni will
induce a susceptibility to cracking in MgCl2 which follows an increasingly
transgranular path as the nickel content is increased, becoming fractograph-
ically indistinguishable from the austenitic steel at about 6% Ni. The struc-
ture and mechanical behaviour of ferritic steels are not significantly changed
by additions of only 1% Ni, yet the change in cracking susceptibility is
dramatic and it is difficult to escape the conclusion that this results primarily
from changes in electrochemical behaviour31.

This is not meant to imply that the mechanical behaviour of alloys as
reflected in their response to the application of stress is not important in
transgranular stress-corrosion, but merely that the relative importance of
different parameters can vary from one system to another. The importance
of deformation, and hence mechanical behaviour, in transgranular cracking
is most crucial in the slip dissolution model. Static dislocations do not
usually show evidence of significant chemical activity, unless associated with
chemical heterogeneity resulting from solute segregation, but moving dis-
locations have been suggested as promoting electrochemical activity relevant
to stress-corrosion cracking. Hoar and West32 showed that the currents
associated with straining electrodes may be very much greater than those
observed at static surfaces, a difference suggested as being the result of yield-
assisted depolarisation. The association of such observations with the
formation of tunnels from the crack tip and the tearing of the ligaments
between the tunnels to produce crack advancement10'33 is an obvious exten-
sion, but Staehle34 considers neither to be a vital part of the mechanism
since they are not relevant in every case of cracking in Fe-Cr-Ni steels. The
essential step in the slip dissolution model is that a relatively inactive film is
broken by emerging dislocations and a local transient dissolution process
ensues. The difference therefore between this and the film rupture model as
it is sometimes invoked is largely concerned with the differing emphasis
placed upon the acts of film rupture and subsequent metal dissolution as the
controlling process.

It has already been mentioned, virtually as an extension of the film rup-
ture model, that a crack initiated in a brittle film may progress into the
normally ductile substrate for a small but appreciable distance before being
arrested by plastic deformation in the matrix. The attraction of a micro-
cleavage-based mechanism for transgranular stress-corrosion cracking in a
number of systems derives from fractographic observations12 and the emis-
sion of discrete acoustic events and electrochemical current transients
accompanying crack growth15. Thus, stress-corrosion fracture surfaces are
characterised by flat, parallel facets separated by steps, opposite fracture
surfaces being matching and interlocking. Arrest markings are sometimes
observed, suggesting that crack growth is discontinuous, as observed in the
experiments of Edeleanu and Forty13. Moreover, there is a strong correla-
tion between peak amplitude acoustic emission events and electrochemical



current transient peaks during the transgranular cracking of a-brass exposed
to NaNO2 solution15. Of course, it may be argued that such observations
are not unequivocal demonstrations of crack growth by fast cleavage. Thus,
arrest markings make no comment upon the processes occurring between
successive markings, which simply indicate that the crack stopped. If, as is
likely, the crack stops because of plastic deformation and crack yawning, the
acoustic emissions and electrochemical current transients could be a con-
sequence of such deformation.

There is a need for measurements aimed at measuring possible cleavage
events more directly. Moreover, the expression used in the analytical model-
ling of cleavage initiated by films15 appears to involve dislocation-crack
interactions which are only likely to be valid under small-scale yielding con-
ditions. Yet the initiation of stress-corrosion cracks in a-brass exposed to
NaNO2 solution is associated with the onset of yielding and continues with
general yielding35. The latter leads to extensive branching, which seems
more likely to be related to shear strains being very effective in producing
crack growth than to any dynamic effects, not least because crack branching
in cleavage-type fracture usually only occurs at very high crack velocities.
The debate between the protagonists of the dissolution and the micro-
cleavage mechanisms for transgranular cracking of the more ductile alloys
continues, but the concept of localised embrittlement being involved in
stress-corrosion cracking in some systems is not in doubt.

Embrittlement of the Metal in the Crack-tip Region

The literature reports many so-called critical experiments that purport to
show the operation of a surface energy lowering mechanism of stress corro-
sion, but the results are frequently equally explicable in terms of some other
mechanism. The effect of grain size upon stress-corrosion cracking suscep-
tibility is a typical example, it having frequently been reported that coarse-
grained material is more susceptible to cracking than fine-grained material,
detailed analysis showing a Fetch type of relationship between the grain
diameter /, and the stress al9 to initiate a stress-corrosion crack, i.e.

<j. = ao 4- M-Ii (8.6)

where a0 and k are constants, of which k may be related to the surface
energy associated with the formation of new surfaces by fracture through

*=r^y <*.'>
U -vj

where G is the modulus of rigidity and the other symbols are as defined
earlier. Measurement of the dependence of some stress-corrosion fracture
stress on grain size therefore allows a surface energy to be obtained, and
since Coleman, etal.36, found the apparent surface energies so determined
to be appreciably less than the energy values derived in other circumstances,
they concluded that the surface energy associated with crack formation is
reduced by the adsorption of some atom or ion species in the stress-corrosion
medium. There is, however, an alternative explanation of the grain size



dependence of the stress-corrosion behaviour of alloys, and this is concerned
with the plastic-flow characteristic of materials as they are influenced by
grain size. Thus a relationship of the form of equation 8.6, where O1 is the
flow stress at constant strain and the grain size term arises from the resistance
to the formation of a slip band at a grain boundary, can be shown to be rele-
vant to the plastic behaviour of metals, and it follows that the grain-size
dependence of stress-corrosion cracking may simply reflect the fact that the
latter is related to plastic flow in the material. Results such as those shown
in Fig. 8.18 in Section 8.2, indicating similar slopes for the stress-corrosion
fracture stress and flow stress plots against grain size, suggest that the effect
of grain size in stress-corrosion cracking is as likely to be related to plastic
flow effects as it is to surface energy lowering. Similar results are available
in relation to the cracking of a-brass in NaNO2 solutions31.

The specificity of environments that promote stress-corrosion cracking
has been adduced in support of a crack-tip adsorption model16, but such
observations do not appear37 to discount a dissolution mechanism of crack
propagation any more than they support an adsorption mechanism. Yet,
almost paradoxically, it is from observations on environmental aspects of
stress corrosion of high-strength steels that the strongest evidence in support
of environmental-induced brittleness in the crack-tip region derives. The
solution requirements for cracking in high-strength steels are not highly
specific, i.e. failure will occur in a wide range of aqueous and non-aqueous
solutions, unlike the situation in relation to the failure of the low-strength
ductile alloys, and the common denominator in these environments is
hydrogen. The implication is simply that the environment should provide a
source of hydrogen, but that species in solution that facilitate the ingress of
hydrogen into the metal will enhance cracking, whilst species that lead to the
discharge of gaseous hydrogen at the steel surface will retard cracking. In the
former category are arsenious salts, which promote hydrogen adsorption
and entry, whilst platinum additions to the system may be expected to
facilitate hydrogen discharge.

Similarly the effect of increasing cathodic current densities applied in
stress corrosion tests may be expected to enhance cracking if hydrogen
adsorption is involved in the failure mechanisms. The effects of sodium
arsenate and chloroplatinic acid additions to a sodium chloride solution
upon the cracking propensity of an 18% Ni maraging steel at various applied
cathodic current densities conform with expectations if hydrogen adsorption
is the controlling factor in the cracking process38. Other observations, such
as those involving measurement of the solution pH and the electrode poten-
tial at the tip of a propagating stress corrosion crack in a high-strength steel
in showing that the conditions there are conducive to hydrogen entry into the
steel, are also sometimes adduced in support of a hydrogen-embrittlement
mechanism (see Section 1.6 and 8.4). It is worth mentioning, however, that
the demonstration of the existence of acid conditions at the crack tip does
not exclude the possibility that some crack extension, however small, results
from dissolution, which is also likely to be facilitated by the low pH environ-
ment at the crack tip. Indeed the production of hydrogen by cathodic
reaction requires a balancing anodic reaction, which may occur at the crack
tip and result in advancement of the latter.

Whilst discussion continues on the details of hydrogen generation, adsorp-
tion and diffusion, and the relative contributions of these to the overall



physical mechanism of hydrogen embrittlement, some aspects of the latter
have begun to crystallise as the result of experiments conducted in gaseous
hydrogen environments39. The demonstration that sub-atmospheric pres-
sures of hydrogen gas can readily result in the propagation of cracks in
high-strength steels indicates that the mechanism is not likely to involve the
diffusion of hydrogen through the metal to voids where a disruptive pressure
of gas is generated. This suggests either that hydrogen lowers the surface
energy by adsorption or that it accumulates within a few atomic distances
from the crack tip, in response to the lowering of its chemical potential by
the elastic stress, thereby lowering the cohesive force of the lattice. Oriani39

prefers the latter explanation because it is the only one that is consistent
with the observations of the effect upon crack propagation of small changes
in hydrogen gas pressure and the substitution of deuterium for hydrogen.
A sufficient reduction in the hydrogen gas pressure surrounding a speci-
men containing a propagating crack at a given stress intensity caused the
crack to stop propagating, but a subsequent increase in pressure, of about
1.6kN/m2 from 22kN/m2, was sufficient to restart the crack and with a
delay time so short that the extra hydrogen entering the lattice as the result
of the increased pressure could have diffused no more than a few atom
spacings. A similarly rapid response of the crack velocity to small changes
in applied cathodic current to a maraging steel immersed in sodium chloride
solution has been observed. The effect of deuterium in reducing the response
to embrittlement appears not to be related to the difference in transport
kinetics of the two isotopes but to their solubilities in the dilated lattice
just beyond the crack tip. This again is in agreement with a decohesion
model.

An alternative, or possibly an additional, model for hydrogen-induced
failure that has received recent support is that based upon the idea originated
by Beacham40, that hydrogen lowers the work for fracture by enhancing
localised slip. As Oriani39 points out, while at first this may seem contradic-
tory, since enhanced plastic deformation would be expected to increase the
work of fracture, if the enhanced deformation is directly useful to crack pro-
pagation, the difficulty disappears. The most striking illustration of localised
decohesion in heavily defined regions at crack tips is due to Birnbaum17,
working with nickel foils strained within a high voltage TEM. It appears that
hydrogen causes both localised slip and enhanced decohesion, which receives
support from the theoretical modelling of Daw and Baskes41, showing that
the same phenomena that decrease the resistance force for decohesion also
decrease the force for shear separation. Although this model is not yet even
semiquantified, and some of the experimental observations ambiguous,
Oriani39 regards the decohesion and localised slip models as complemen-
tary, rather than competitive.

Nor are these the only models that have acquired strong support, since
the formation of brittle hydride phases in the crack-tip region in appro-
priate metals receives support from the observations of some workers.
Thus, Scully and Powell42 have developed earlier observations on the
formation of a hydrides in a-Ti alloys to explain the stress-corrosion crack-
ing of such materials, involving cleavage of the hydride as an important step
in the cracking process. Pugh and his co-workers have extended these
observations on the importance of hydride formation in the cracking of Ti



alloys and have shown that the fracture planes correspond to the habit
planes of the hydride, as well as showing that Mg-Al alloys may form
hydrides43. There are others44 who believe that stress-corrosion cracking
in Ti alloys results from dissolution, but that is not consistent with the effects
of immersion in methanolic solutions of HCl prior to straining or the
recovery from such exposure in subsequent slow strain-rate tests at very
low strain rates45, which are more readily ascribed to the redistribution of
hydrogen.

Environmental Aspects of Stress-corrosion Cracking

It has often been stated that the environmental requirements for stress-
corrosion cracking are highly specific, but the list of environments identified
as causing cracking in various alloys continues to grow with time and the
concept of solution specificity is not so narrow as it was even a decade ago.
Nevertheless, it is clear that cracking environments are specific, in the sense
that not all possible environments promote cracking, and the electro-
chemistry of stress corrosion is essentially concerned with explaining this
specificity. In very general terms, it is clear that potent solutions will need
to promote a critical balance between activity and passivity, since a highly
active condition will result in general corrosion or pitting, whilst a com-
pletely passive condition cannot, by definition, lead to stress corrosion.
Whilst the relative inactivity of all exposed surfaces except the crack tip may
be derived from a noble film in the cases of alloys containing sufficiently
noble elements, for the great majority of engineering alloys inactivity at
exposed surfaces is the result of the presence of oxide films overlaying metal
surfaces. It is not surprising therefore to find that the alloys of high inherent
corrosion resistance (such as those based upon aluminium or titanium, or the
austenitic stainless steels, that readily develop protective films) require an
aggressive ion, such as a halide, to promote stress-corrosion cracking. On the
other hand, to crack the metals of low inherent corrosion resistance, such as
carbon steels or magnesium-base alloys, requires the presence of an environ-
ment that is itself partially passivating. Thus, the carbon steels can be made
to fail in solutions of anodic inhibitors, such as hydroxides and carbonates,
and the cracking of magnesium-base alloys is achieved with an appropriate
mixture of CrO^" and Cl" ions, but not with either of these species alone.

The transition from electrochemically active to relatively inactive behav-
iour that the sides of a crack must undergo as the tip advances by dissolution
and creates more crack may be expected to be reflected in the current
response of an initially bare surface exposed to the appropriate environ-
ment, since dissolution will be associated with the passage of relatively
high anodic current densities, but with the passage of time this current will
decay if filming occurs. Very rapid rates of current decay are unlikely to
permit much dissolution and are not likely therefore to be indicative of
conditions conducive to cracking, whilst very slow rates of decay will be
more likely to be indicative of pitting than cracking. Intermediate rates of
current decay will be those likely to be associated with cracking, and such
results are indeed observed46, but it is not yet possible to predict quanti-
tatively what constitutes a critical rate of decay, although this would be



expected to be potential dependent according to the competition between the
sol vat ion and filming processes.

A more convenient way of anticipating the range of potentials in which
stress-corrosion cracking is likely to occur is available through potentio-
dynamic polarisation curves. If the potential of an initially film-free surface
is rapidly (approximately 1 V/min) changed over an appropriate range, then
the currents passed at the surface will indicate ranges of potential in which
relatively high anodic activity is likely. The rapid sweep of the potential
range has the object of minimising film formation, so that the currents
observed relate to relatively film-free or thin-film conditions. If the experi-
ment is noAv repeated, but with a slow rate of potential change (approxi-
mately 10 mV/min) so that time is allowed for filming to occur, comparison
of the two curves will indicate any ranges of potential within which high
anodic activity in the film-free condition reduces to insignificant activity
when the time requirements for film formation are met, and this will indicate
the range of potentials within which stress corrosion is likely. Figure 8.5
shows schematic polarisation curves determined under such conditions and
indicates the various domains of behaviour expected. The technique cor-
rectly anticipates the stress-corrosion cracking of carbon steels in a number
of totally different environments46. Of course, it is only applicable in those
cases where air-formed oxide films can be reductively dissolved so that bare
surfaces are created before the potential sweeps; in other cases straining or
scraping electrodes must be used to remove the oxide film and the current
response of the bared metal then observed potentiostatically at different
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Fig. 8.5 Potentiodynamic polarisation curves and the expected domains of electrochemical
behaviour
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potentials. However, these different techniques give broadly the same results
in any given system.

It is now well established that stress-corrosion cracking only occurs over
particular ranges of potential for a given metal-environment combination.
Such potential dependence must be related to specific reactions whereby
the environmental requirements for cracking are met. Probably the simplest
situation in this respect arises with hydrogen-induced cracking, where the
hydrogen derives directly from the bulk environment to which the metal is
exposed, and in which circumstances the conditions for cracking would be
predicted to be met where the potential is below that for hydrogen discharge
at the relevant pH. The highest potentials at which hydrogen-induced crack-
ing is observed in various ferritic steels exposed to different solutions lie just
below the calculated equilibrium potential for hydrogen discharge as a func-
tion of pH47, so there is reasonable agreement between the predicted and
observed behaviours.

Where crack growth is by dissolution associated with filming reactions
to retain crack geometry, the potential dependence of cracking should
reflect those requirements, again with some pH dependence because of the
influences of that quantity upon the potentials at which the various reactions
are possible. Where the necessary thermodynamic data are available for the
species involved in a particular system, it should be possible to calculate the
limits of the cracking domain. This has been done for the cracking of low-
strength ferritic steel exposed to phosphate solutions and the agreement
between the observed and calculated boundaries of the cracking domain is
reasonable48. For that system, as with ferritic steels in other environments,
the upper boundary of the cracking domain is met when the stable phase
becomes 7-Fe2O3, i.e. at potentials where only the latter forms, cracking
does not occur. While the potentials and pH values at which that phase can
form will depend upon the phases formed within the cracking domain, it is
interesting to consider the location of the potential-pH domains for cracking
in various systems involving different ferritic steels in a range of environ-
ments at temperatures between 20 and 2880C. Figure 8.6 shows the various
cracking domains together with the calculated equilibrium potentials for
reactions between Fe2O3 and Fe3O4 and between Fe3O4 and Fe and for
hydrogen discharge, all at 9O0C as representing an average temperature
for the various systems involved49. Clearly each cracking domain is asso-
ciated with the calculated Fe3O4XFe2O3 line and indeed in all of these
systems, Fe3O4 is observed to form under conditions where cracking
occurs, although it is frequently associated with other phases, e.g. FeCO3 in
the case of cracking by carbonate-bicarbonate solutions and Fe3 (PO4 )2 for
cracking by phosphate solutions. Moreover, for most of the systems shown
in Fig. 8.6 only ductile failures occur in slow strain-rate tests carried out at
potentials high enough to form Fe2O3 alone. While it is clear that the
anions exert a significant influence upon the location of the cracking
domains, the importance of Fe3O4 formation within the cracking ranges
and Fe2O3 formation under conditions associated with ductile fracture
appear well established, but the reasons for such less so.

The exceptions in Fig. 8.6 to only ductile failure occurring at potentials
high enough to form Fe2O3 involve nitrates and high temperature water.
In both of those systems cracks grow from pits, and within the pit-crack



Fig. 8.6 Potential and pH ranges for the stress-corrosion cracking of ferritic steels in various
environments, together with the pH-dependent equilibrium potentials for reactions involving

Fe -> Fe3O4, H -» H+ and Fe3O4 -> Fe2O3 (after Congleton etal.49)

enclaves Fe3O4 forms, despite the external surfaces being covered with
Fe2O3 films. The initiation of stress-corrosion cracks from pits has been
observed in a variety of systems and is usually taken as indicative of the local
environment within the pit being potent and different from that of the sur-
rounding bulk environment. Where cracking does extend from pits there is
usually reasonable correlation of the onset of cracking with the pitting
potential. The perturbation of the electrochemical conditions within pits has
inevitably led to similar considerations being given to the conditions within
crack enclaves and since the early pioneering work of Brown50 the subject
has attracted much attention51'52. While there can be no doubt of the
existence and importance of localised changes in environment composition
and potential within crack enclaves in some systems, it is equally clear that
such changes are negligible in other systems. This may be expected to be so
where the solution is effectively buffered, the solubility of the solvated species
very low and, where the cathodic reaction occurs outside the crack, there is
negligible current flow through the crack sides. Such conditions appear to
hold for the cracking of ferritic steels in carbonate-bicarbonate and in con-
centrated hydroxide solutions53'54.

If significant potential changes exist along cracks then it may be expected
that the potential range over which cracking is observed will be a function
of whether pre-cracked or initially plain specimens are employed for deter-
mining the potential range in which cracking is observed. For a ferritic steel
in a carbonate-bicarbonate solution, there are no significant differences in
the potential range for cracking for either type of specimen, but this is not
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so for other systems. Thus, with a maraging steel exposed to NaCl solution
at initial pH values of 6 or 11, initially smooth specimens failed in two
regimes of potential separated by a region, some 300 mV in extent, in which
cracking did not occur38. However, pre-cracked specimens did display
environment-sensitive crack growth over the whole range of potentials, as
indeed did smooth specimens that were pitted before exposure to those con-
ditions that did not promote cracking in unpitted specimens.

This cracking of a maraging steel in two regimes of potential separated
by a range of potentials in which cracking did not occur for initially plain
specimens is suggestive of cracking by two different mechanisms above and
below the range of immune potentials. This has been observed in a number
of different systems and has often been interpreted as indicating dissolution-
related cracking at the higher potentials and hydrogen-related cracking at
the lower potentials. However, the necessity for low potentials to discharge
hydrogen has often been queried, more especially where localised acidifica-
tion of the environment can occur in pits or cracks, thereby raising the poten-
tial for hydrogen discharge. This is almost certainly the case with some
systems, but it is as well to remember that it cannot be so in all systems for
the reasons mentioned earlier, that solution composition changes do not
invariably occur in cracks.

If the mechanism by which stress-corrosion cracks propagate involves
dissolution at the crack tip, then crack velocities may be expected to be
related through Faraday's law to the current density at the crack tip accord-
ing to equation 8.5. Taking the effective current density as the largest differ-
ence between fast and slow sweep rate polarisation curves, or the maximum
current densities observed in scraping or straining electrode experiments
at appropriate potentials, Fig. 8.7 shows a plot of these current densities
against observed crack velocities for a variety of stress-corrosion systems,
the line shown being that calculated from equation 8.5. Clearly, for a
calculation of this type the agreement between observed and calculated crack
velocities is very reasonable, especially since the current density measure-
ments do not take account of the structural dependence of the cracking. An
implication of the results shown in Fig. 8.7 is that, for that data, the time
during which the crack tip was relatively inactive due to the presence of a film
must have been a small proportion of the total time, since otherwise the
experimental points would fall well below the calculated line, which assumes
continuous dissolution. This is because the crack velocity data in Fig. 8.7 are
mostly from slow strain-rate tests which, if conducted at an appropriate
strain rate, will prevent filming at the crack-tip. If however the strain rate is
less than such values then the crack tips will be inactive for times dependent
upon the frequency of film rupture. In such circumstances equation 8.5
needs modification to

CV = ̂ ^ (8.8)

where Q is the anodic charge (or charge density) passed, £f is the strain
to rupture the film and 4t is the crack-tip strain-rate. An expression is
available49 for the crack-tip strain-rate in slow strain rate tests and is of the
form



Current density on bare surface (A/cm 2 )

Fig. 8.7 Observed crack velocities and current densities associated with 'bare' surfaces. The
line is that calculated from equation 8.5 (after Reference 20)

75 . CV TlO(XfI
* = Jj ^ + -y- in L-J (8.9)

where N is the number of cracks along the gauge length and 4PP is the
applied strain rate. (The constants in equation 8.9 will depend upon the
material involved and test specimen size.) Because the first term in equation
(8.9) dominates at high 4PP and the second term at low 4PP» there is little
effect of crack velocity at high 4PP; i-e. the crack growth contributes little
to the crack-tip strain-rate. However, at low 4PP, the stress-corrosion crack
growth maintains 4t at values that are appreciably higher than would be
obtained if the crack growth had been ignored.

Various workers55"58 have used equation 8.8, or some modified version
thereof, to compare observed with calculated crack velocities as a function
of strain rate, but Fig 8.8 shows results58 from tests on a ferritic steel
exposed to a carbonate-bicarbonate solution. The calculated lines move
nearer to the experimental data as the number of cracks in equation 8.9 is
increased, while the numbers of cracks observed varied with the applied
strain rate, being about 100 for 4PP ~ 10"6S-1, but larger at slower 4PP and
smaller at higher 4PP •
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LOG. STRAIN RATE /sec

Fig. 8.8 Comparison of calculated and experimental crack velocities as a function of strain
•rate for a ferritic steel exposed to 1 N Na2CO3 + 1 N NaHCO3 at -65OmV(SCE) and 750C

(after Parkins58)

While equation 8.8 gives reasonable predictions of the crack velocities for
small specimens involving relatively small cracks, there is a further factor
that must be taken into account with larger specimens and, more impor-
tantly, real engineering structures. This concerns the phenomenon of crack
merging or coalescence, a matter that is only beginning to be recognised as
important even though it is often apparent from the inspection of service
failures. The latter almost invariably involve the multiple initiation of
cracks, probably over a relatively long period of time, as in laboratory tests.
It is probable that most stress-corrosion cracks cease to grow, especially
under realistic loading conditions, after relatively small amounts of propaga-
tion, possibly because of work hardening in the crack-tip region and a reduc-
tion in the crack-tip strain rate. However, with continued crack initiation,
some new cracks may form sufficiently near inactive cracks to reactivate the
latter. Obviously this requires that the interacting cracks are sufficiently close
together for their respective stress fields to interact. Small merged cracks may
later cease to propagate, but with continuing nucleation of new cracks they
may later be reactivated, these processes continuing until eventually some
cracks will reach a size where the stress-intensity factor for relatively rapid
crack growth, Klscc9 is reached and the crack velocity will approach that
given by equation 8.5. Figure 8.9 indicates schematically these changes in
crack velocity with time, which can be quantified in a simple fashion59 to
compare predictions with observed behaviour. Such comparison with service
behaviour indicates the importance of crack coalescence, in the absence of
which lifetimes would be markedly greater than sometimes experienced and,
with a containing vessel, a leak rather than a rupture would more often
occur.
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Fig. 8.9 Schematic illustration of the effect of time of exposure upon stress-corrosion crack
velocity

The Function of Stress

If crack propagation occurs by dissolution at an active crack tip, with the
crack sides rendered inactive by filming, the maintenance of film-free condi-
tions may be dependent not only upon the electrochemical conditions but
also upon the rate at which metal is exposed at the crack tip by plastic strain.
Thus, it may not be stress, per se, but the strain rate that it produces, that
is important, as indicated in equation (8.8). Clearly, at sufficiently high strain
rates a ductile fracture may be propagated faster than the electrochemical
reactions can occur whereby a stress-corrosion crack is propagated, but as
the strain rate is decreased so will stress-corrosion crack propagation be
facilitated. However, further decreases in strain rate will eventually result in
a situation where the rate at which new surface is created by straining does
not exceed the rate at which the surface is rendered inactive and hence stress
corrosion may effectively cease.

The implications of a significant role for strain rate are wider than the
obvious one that stress corrosion should only occur over a restricted range
of strain rates. Thus, in constant load tests, since cracks will continue to pro-
pagate only if their rate of advancement is sufficient to maintain the crack-
tip strain rate above the minimum rate for cracking, it is to be expected that
cracks will sometimes stop propagating, particularly below the threshold
stress. Such non-propagating cracks are indeed observed below the thres-
hold60'61. Moreover, in constant-load or constant-strain tests, the strain
rate diminishes with time after loading, by creep exhaustion if the stress
remains sensibly constant, and it is found that the stress-corrosion results
are sensitive to the relative times at which the stress and electrochemical
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Fig. 8.10 Effect of strain rate upon the cracking propensity of a Mg-Al alloy immersed in a
chromate-chloride solution

conditions for cracking are established, i.e. creep at constant load, prior to
the establishment of the electrochemical conditions for cracking, delays or
prevents cracking60'61.

However, the most convincing demonstration of the importance of strain
rate is obtained from tests in which the strain rate is superimposed, rather
than allowed to vary in the inevitable manner of constant load tests. Figure
8.10 shows the effects of various strain rates applied to a Mg-TAl alloy
whilst immersed in chromate-chloride solutions, the tests being conducted
to total failure and the maximum load achieved being a sensitive measure of
whether or not stress-corrosion cracks were produced60. If stress-corrosion
cracks are not produced then failure is by ductile fracture at the normal UTS
for the material, but in the presence of stress-corrosion cracks the maximum
nominal stress achieved prior to failure is markedly reduced. It is apparent
from Fig. 8.10 that stress-corrosion cracking only occurs within a restricted
range of strain rates and that at higher or lower values ductile fracture
occurs, as confirmed by fractography.

Experiments on a carbon steel in a carbonate-bicarbonate solution at a
cracking potential with the pre-cracked specimens loaded as cantilevers but
with the beam displaced at various rates by a device that replaces the conven-
tional load pan, produced the results shown in Fig. 8.11. The changes in net
section stress in these tests at various strain rates amounted to less than a few
per cent, but the results clearly indicate a lower limiting strain rate below
which crack propagation is not observed, followed by a region in which the
intergranular stress-corrosion crack velocity is independent of strain rate and
then, at relatively high strain rates, a ̂ transition to fast transgranular tearing.
The strain-rate independent region is to be expected since once the strain-rate
is sufficiently high to create bare metal at the crack tip at a faster rate than
filming can render the bare metal inactive, the factor controlling the crack
velocity will be the rate of metal dissolution which is governed by equation
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Beam deflection rate (cm/s)

Fig. 8.11 Effect of beam deflection rate of cantilever beam specimens upon stress-corrosion
crack velocity of carbon steel in carbonate-bicarbonate solution

8.5. The complementary functions of stress and electrochemistry in this
model, involving the creation of bare metal at the crack tip by plastic strain,
imply a strong dependence of the strain rate range for cracking, or of the
threshold stress in constant load tests, upon the environmental conditions.
Such effects are indeed observed, the curve in Fig. 8.10 being capable of a
marked shift along the strain-rate scale according to the composition of the
environment and whether or not small anodic or cathodic currents are
applied, whilst the limiting beam deflection rate below which cracking is not
observed in the experiments to which Fig. 8.11 refers can be changed by two
or three orders of magnitude by changes in applied potential.

There are indications then that where an active path mechanism is opera-
tive, the function of stress in stress-corrosion cracking is to create plastic
deformation and therefore that such cracking will be more likely with the
lower strength ductile metals. Where the mechanism of cracking involves
embrittlement of the metal in the crack-tip region a strain energy argument
is involved, and this implies, in relation to equation 8.1, that plastic strain
should be minimised and elastic energy maximised for failure, conditions
that are most readily met with high yield strength materials. It is well estab-
lished that the hydrogen embrittlement of steels becomes more marked the
higher the yield strength, although changes in structure or composition that
result in a change in yield strength, or fracture toughness, may also influence
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electrochemical reactions, and such parameters as hydrogen diffusivity and
these may be as significant as any change in strength in influencing stress-
corrosion behaviour. It is also possible that strain rate, as opposed to stress
intensity, could be of significance in the stress corrosion of high-strength
steels if the environment concerned is one that may lead to filming and
the stifling of the reactions that involve the release of hydrogen from the
environment or its ingress into the metal. Certainly, there are indications
that stress-corrosion cracking in some of the high-strength steels is sensitive
to the loading rate and there is a marked similarity to the crack velocity-
strain rate curve of Fig. 8.11, and the crack velocity-stress intensity curves62

obtained from tests on precracked specimens in a typical high-strength steel
are shown in Fig. 8.12. Curves similar to the latter have been obtained for
high-strength aluminium alloys and for titanium alloys, and the question
again arises as to whether it is stress intensity or the strain rate that the latter
produces that is important, especially in view of results similar to those
shown in Fig. 8.10 for a titanium alloy42.

Conclusion

The interdependence of the variables in stress corrosion, namely structure,
electrochemistry and response to stress, supports the suggestion that these
may interact in a variety of ways and if rationalisation of the situation is
to be attempted this is more appropriately achieved through the concept
of a continuous spectrum of mechanisms rather than a single mechanism.
The critical balance between activity and passivity is altered by changes in
the structure and composition of the alloy, the response of the latter to the
application of stress through changes in mechanical properties and by
changes in the environmental conditions. Thus, if the structure and com-
position of the alloy are such that almost continuous paths of segregate or
precipitate exist, usually at the grain boundaries, and which are electro-
chemically different from the matrix, then a latent susceptibility to inter-
granular corrosion may be activated by the presence of stress. In the absence
of pre-existing active paths, or even in their presence if other conditions
hold, the stress may generate active paths by rupturing a protective surface
film or by activating dissolution at emerging slip lines. The transformation
from a pre-existing to a strain-generated active path mechanism may result
not only from physico-metallurgical change in the state of the alloy, but
also from changes in the environmental conditions or the crack-tip strain
rate.

This greater role of stress or strain in moving away from the pre-existing
active path end of the spectrum is continued through to those alloys that
undergo local embrittlement of the metal in the crack-tip region. Table 8.1
indicates some of the systems, of metal and environment, that result in stress
corrosion, arranged in a series that ranges from those in which the mech-
anisms are thought to be dominated by dissolution processes to those in
which stress, or strain, occupies the more important part of the proposition.
While it is very much a matter of opinion as to where specific systems fall
in this scheme, perhaps the most significant point about such an arrangement
is that it should help to serve as a reminder of the interdependence of the



Stress intensity (MN/m3/2)

Fig. 8.12 Effect of applied stress intensity upon crack velocity for high-strength (180 GN/m2

UTS) quenched and tempered steel (AFC 77) in distilled water (after Spiedel62)

variables and that avoidance of stress-corrosion failure in a specific instance
is no guarantee that the preventative action will be equally successful in other
circumstances. For instance, whilst nickel additions to a steel are beneficial
in relation to caustic cracking, they have little effect upon nitrate cracking
and are quite harmful from the viewpoint of cracking in chloride, in that they
promote a subsceptibility to cracking in the latter not observed in carbon
steels. Thus, the avoidance of cracking by a mechanism occupying one part
of the spectrum may induce failure in another part by a different mechanism
if the interdependence of the variables is ignored.

R. N. PARKINS
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Table 8.1 Stress corrosion spectrum

Stress dominated (solution requirements less specific)Corrosion dominated (solution requirements highly specific)

Brittle
fracture

High
strength
steels in Cl~
solns

Ti alloys in
met Hanoi. Al
alloys, low
potentials

Mg-Al alloys
in CrO2

4- +
Cl~ solns

Cu-Zn alloys
in NO 2
solns

Fe-Cr-Ni
steels in Cl ~
solns

Cu-Zn alloys
in NH J solns

Some Al
alloys in Cl ~
solns, high
potentials

Carbon
steels in
NOJ solns

Intergranular
corrosion

Mixed crack paths by
adsorption, decohesion or
fracture of brittle phase

Transgranular fracture along strain-
generated paths

Intergranular fracture along pre-existing
paths
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